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 chm file). 33,75 €, 27,00 €. References Category:Educational psychology Category:Development Category:Cognition Category:Educational assessment and evaluation Category:Educational psychologyQ: How can I export a public varibale from a Ruby class to a rails app? My current rails app is asking for a public variable from a Ruby class (called Row) called public=false I have the following code
in a ruby class called Row: def initialize(params) if params['public'] == 'true' @new_column = 1 elsif params['new_column'] == 'true' @new_column = 2 elsif params['new_column'] == 'false' else end end I don't want to keep this variable public, since the whole point of it is to be used only from the ruby class. Is there any way to export a public variable from the class and assign it a value in a rails
app? A: When you say: @new_column = 1 You are sending a message to the class, but you are not sending it to the Row instance. There are several things you can do. You could call a method on the instance, passing the arguments you want, then check the result in the Ruby: @new_column = instance.method(params) You could assign the values to instance variables, which are accessible to Rails,

from the Ruby @new_column = instance.public = params['public'] You could also make your method accessor private, and call the method from the instance from the Rails. You can read more about Ruby's accessors here: You can read more about Ruby's Message Passing here: Q: KendoUI - DatePicker - timeZone selection I'm currently using the KendoUI DatePicker component and I am having
issues with the 82157476af
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